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ABSTRACT Accurate heading estimation is the foundation of numerous applications, including augmented
reality, pedestrian dead reckoning, and human-computer interactions. While magnetometer is a key source
of heading information, the poor accuracy of consumer-grade hardware coupled with the pervasive magnetic
disturbances makes accurate heading estimation a challenging issue. Heading error is one of the main error
sources of pedestrian dead reckoning. To reduce the heading error and enhance robustness, we proposed
a novel heading estimation method based on Spatial Transformer Networks (STNs) and Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM), termed DeepHeading, which uses sensors embedded in a smartphone without any histori-
cal training data or dedicated infrastructure.We automatically annotate heading data based onmapmatching,
and augment heading data based on device attitude. We leverage the STNs to align the device coordinate
system and the navigation coordinate system, allow an unconstrained use of smartphones. Based on the
characteristics of pedestrian heading continuity, we designed a hierarchical LSTM-basedSeq2Seq model
to estimate the walking heading of the pedestrian. We conducted well-designed experiments to evaluate
the performance of deepheading and compared it with the state-of-the-art heading estimation algorithms.
The experimental results on real-world demonstrated that deepheading outperformed the compared heading
estimation algorithms and achieved promising estimation accuracy with a median heading error of 4.52◦,
mean heading error of 6.07◦ and heading error of 9.18◦ at the confidence of 80% when a pedestrian is
walking in indoor environments with magnetic field disturbances. The proposed method is high-efficiency
and easy to integrate with various mobile applications.

INDEX TERMS Indoor positioning, heading estimation, pedestrian dead reckoning, deep learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
In various spatiotemporal network demands, location-based
service (LBS) is one of the essential network service
applications [1]. Accurate and pervasive indoor positioning
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has been applied in a variety of domains such as asset and
personnel tracking, search and rescue, health monitoring,
location-based social networks, and location-specific push
notifications [2]. To meet the explosive demand, various
indoor positioning and indoor navigation approaches have
recently been developed, including RFID [3], UWB [4],
BLE [5], Wi-Fi [6]–[8], magnetic [9], [10], visible light
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[11], [12] and visual methods [13]. Most existing tech-
nologies depend on historical training data or dedicated
infrastructure, which is always not continuously available
during pedestrian walking. Moreover, the hardware cost of
largescale deployment is very expensive

Among various indoor positioning schemes, pedestrian
dead reckoning (PDR) become mainstream technology
because PDR does not rely on any dedicated infrastruc-
tures [14]–[16]. Furthermore, PDR based on smartphone
mainly benefits from the proliferation of smartphones, which
have integrated inertial measurement unit (IMU) sensor
sensors (gyroscope and accelerometer) and magnetometer.
Smartphone is always carried almost everywhere we go, thus
making that smartphone plays an indispensable role in our
daily lives. Moreover, unlike radio-frequency signal-based
methods, PDR has no coverage limitation, thus providing
seamless positioning services connecting indoor and out-
door environments. Given an initial location, PDR estimates
the relative position of a pedestrian in real-time by join-
ing the heading estimation and displacement of each step.
An ocean of studies about step detection and step counting
have been done, including context-based, peak detection, fre-
quency domain features, auto-correlation, zero-crossing and
neural networks [17]. Considerable studies about step length
estimation have been developed to enhance the accuracy of
step length estimation, and they are summarized as dou-
ble integration of the acceleration, empirical relationships,
linear models, nonlinear models, biomechanical models,
context-based and deep learning [18], [19].

The heading (walking direction of pedestrian at each
step) estimation of pedestrian is a dominant factor in PDR
algorithms [20]. For instance, 5 degrees heading estimation
error will result in 5.2 meters positioning error after traveling
100 meters. Nowadays, to develop PDR systems with smart-
phoneembedded low-cost sensors, accurate heading estima-
tion over a long period is a crucial issue [21]. Unlike step
counting and step length estimation, heading estimation is
more challenging. Many heading estimation methods employ
wearable devices worn in a specific position to estimate
the heading of pedestrian [22]. Foxlin [23] leveraged foot-
mounted sensors estimate reliable heading of pedestrian by
introducing the zero velocity updates into extended Kalman
Filter. Jirawimut et al. [24] used stereo-cameras fixed on the
pedestrian’s chest to achieve the walking heading of pedes-
trian. However, carrying a dedicated device is unpractical
and inconvenient for users in their daily lives. For the mass
users, using smartphone as a navigation carrier for heading
estimation is more practical.

Most smartphones-based heading estimation methods
are based on gyroscopes, accelerometers, magnetometers.
Magnetometers estimate the heading angle relative to the
magnetic north by sensing the earth magnetic field. Attitude
and Heading Reference Systems (AHRS) combines inertial
sensors and magnetometer observations to estimate heading.
Madgwick et al. [25] presented a real-time heading estimat-
ing algorithm for the x-IMU sensor board [26] based on

the gradient descent method, which is widely known as the
most accurate open source heading estimating algorithm. The
Madgwick et al. [25] and Mahony et al. [27] only correctly
estimated the heading of pedestrian under ideal conditions
(i.e. no magnetic disturbances). However, the ferromagnetic
materials in buildings severely affected magnetometer read-
ings, which resulted in heading errors [28]. Gyroscopes
only give a short-term accurate heading estimation, while
magnetometers give a long-term heading estimation.
Kang et al. [29] proposed a reliable heading estimation
method based on the correlation between magnetometer
and gyroscope using a selection and weighting algorithm.
Poulose et al. [14] estimated heading by fusing the magne-
tometer and gyroscope sensor values. To enhance heading
estimation accuracy, Xu et al. [30] designed a heading cor-
rection method based on zero angular velocity and lateral
velocity limitation to reduce the error of heading estimation.
Zhao et al. [15] improved gradient descent algorithm to
reduce the heading drift. To obtain a better heading estima-
tion, extended Kalman filtering (EKF) [31]–[33] and com-
plementary filters (CF) [34]–[36] are used to fuse inertial
sensors and magnetometer readings, and reduce sensor noise.
In References [37], [38], smartphone-based heading estima-
tion algorithms required users to hold a smartphone in a fixed
mode as long as possible. Most existing smartphone-based
heading estimation methods assume that the misalignment
angle between the device and pedestrian remains constant,
and pedestrian’s heading is determined by removing the
heading offset [22]. However, the misalignment angle varies
with body locomotion. The pedestrians may put their smart-
phone in bag, make a phone call, or even swing in hand
during walking. To solve this problem, references [39]–[43]
proposed smartphone mode or posture recognition-based
PDR method that calculated pedestrian heading by selecting
heading model with corresponding to smartphone mode.
However, the limited mode classification cannot reflect the
diversity of smartphone carrying modes. The unconstrained
posture and position of a smartphone brings great challenges
for heading estimation.

To estimate the heading of pedestrian without the con-
straints of smartphone attitude, some researchers utilize the
principal component analysis (PCA) of acceleration to deter-
mine the offset between the misalignment angle between
smartphone and pedestrian. Wang et al. [40] combined
PCA with global accelerations to estimate pedestrian head-
ings. Kunze et al. [44] utilized PCA over the horizontal
acceleration components for estimating walking heading of
a pedestrian with a smartphone placed in pocket. However,
the performance of PCA-based approaches relies on the esti-
mation of the horizontal acceleration plane that is prone to
the device coordinates change. To enhance the estimation
accuracy of the horizontal acceleration plane, RMPCA [22]
leveraged a rotation matrix that tracks the device coordi-
nates accurately and continuously, and combined the rotation
matrix with PCA to estimate pedestrian heading. However,
the approach is specifically designed for the smartphone
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placed in a trouser pocket, and it may be not suitable for
other positions.Moreover, the PCA-based heading estimation
methods have the problem of 180◦ ambiguity [45] that is dif-
ficult to solve. For estimating the heading of pedestrian with-
out attitude constraints, uDirect [46] directly estimated the
heading of pedestrian within a specific area of acceleration,
where the forward acceleration (the first principal component
of principal component analysis) dominated the horizontal
acceleration components. However, the specific area was
always corrupted by the lateral acceleration during walking.
More importantly, both PCA-based nor uDirect approaches
utilize compass to convert the local heading into the global
one. Compass is prone to magnetic perturbations [47]. There-
fore, neither PCA nor uDirect approach can obtain an
accurate and robustness heading estimation in the indoor
environment. In addition, studies [48]–[54] leveraged map
information or map matching technology to reduce heading
estimation error and improve heading estimation accuracy.
However, map limits the practicability of PDR.

Deep learning automatically learns features with high-
level abstractions by using multiple nonlinear transforma-
tions [55]. Deep learning has been deemed to be powerful for
natural language processing and speech-recognition, with-
out additional processing. Neural Networks show excellent
potential to exploit and analyze the collected data without
handcraft feature extraction.Motivated by the fact that speech
recognition based on deep learning outperforms other exist-
ing traditional speech recognition methods, studies [56]–[62]
leveraged deep learning technologies to reckon trajectory
of pedestrian. All of them achieve superior localization
accuracy. However, they only provide position information,
no heading information. This paper proposed a novel heading
estimation method based on Spatial Transformer Networks
(STNs) [63] and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), termed
DeepHeading, to overcome the aforementioned shortcom-
ings. We automatically annotate the heading data based on
mapmatching, and augment the heading data based on device
attitude. The STNs is used to align the coordinate system.
In addition, we design a hierarchical LSTM-basedSeq2Seq
model to estimate the heading of the pedestrian according
to the characteristics of pedestrian heading continuity. Deep-
Heading estimates pedestrian’s heading with inertial sensors
and magnetometer embedded in commercial smartphones.
The main contributions of paper are as follows:
• We propose a method for automatic data labeling in
pedestrian heading estimation problem. The ground-
truth of pedestrian heading is hard to collect, which
is rarely mentioned and mostly jumped over in most
existing related studies. We leverage a foot-mounted
IMUmodule to collect the relative trajectory, thenmatch
the trajectory with the real indoor path to obtain the
accurately heading of pedestrian in each step.

• We propose a heading data augmentation method based
on device attitude. To reduce the amount of training
data collection and solve the terminal attitude prob-
lem, data augmentation method is used to expand the

FIGURE 1. System architecture of deepheading.

collected data, thus promoting the fit of the model to the
pedestrian’s heading and enhancing the robustness of the
heading.

• We propose a pedestrian heading estimation method
based on STNs and hierarchical LSTM. We leverage the
STNs to align the device coordinate system and the navi-
gation coordinate system. Based on the characteristics of
pedestrian heading continuity, we design a hierarchical
LSTM-based Seq2Seq model to estimate the walking
heading of the pedestrian.

• We conduct elaborate experiments to compare the head-
ing estimation accuracy of single-step heading model
with Seq2Seq heading model, and analyze the impact
of data augmentation. The experimental results on real-
world data set show that the heading error is within 9.18◦

at the confidence of 80%.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we detail the
solution of the proposed deepheading in Section II. After that,
we evaluate deepheading in Section III. At last, we draw our
conclusions and future work in Section IV.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section, overview of proposed method is depicted.
Then, the essential modules are described, which include
heading data annotation based onmapmatching, heading data
augmentation method based on device attitude, and heading
estimation method based on STNs and hierarchical LSTM.

A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1 illustrates the overall structure of Seq2Seq pedes-
trian heading estimation model based on Spatial Transformer
Networks (STNs) and hierarchical LSTM. In the offline phase
we utilized the inertial-sensors and magnetometer measure-
ments from smartphone as training data, and the correspond-
ing PDR trajectory from the foot-mounted IMU module and
mapmatching as labels to train a heading model. In the online
predicting phase, we leveraged the trained heading estimation
model and real-time sensor data to accurately estimate the
heading of pedestrian in each step.
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B. HEADING DATA ANNOTATION BASED
ON MAP MATCHING
For heading estimation, a key problem is how to obtain the
ground-truth of the pedestrian’s heading. The ground-truth is
the key to verify and tune the heading estimation algorithm.
For the heading estimation model based on deep learning,
the ground-truth of the user’s heading is the necessary data
label for model training. At present, many papers avoid the
question of getting the user’s heading ground-truth. Some
papers directly use the known heading of the straight path
as the ground-truth of the user’s heading. However, users do
not strictly follow a straight line most of the time. Moreover,
even if user walks in a straight line, there will be a slight
swing in heading during the walking process. Therefore, it is
challenging to accurately capture the heading of pedestrians
at every step.

This section introduces a map matching-based heading
data annotation algorithm, which utilizes the user’s trajectory
information and indoor map to obtain the true heading of
the user’s current trajectory, and further calculates the user’s
one-step heading and completes the data labeling. We use
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to match the PDR trajectory
to the key points of the map (called node). Pedestrian trajec-
tory matching is modeled as a decoding problem. In other
words, given a model λ = {M ,N , π,A,B} and observation
sequence O, pedestrian trajectory matching aims to find an
optimal node sequence Q that best explains the observa-
tion sequence O. In our model, λ, M and N represent the
number of hidden states and observation states, respectively.
π denotes the initial state distribution. A and B represent the
state transition matrix and the emission matrix. We present
our HMM as follows:

• Hidden States: in our HMM, we define the key nodes
of the map as hidden states. each state represents a
node. M = {S1, S2, · · · , Si, · · ·} is the set of hidden
states, where Si = [kpi,0, kpi,1] represents the position
of the ith state. Pedestrian only moves between adjacent
nodes.

• Observations: we use the walking distance and average
heading during two consecutive turns as observations.
Ni = {Disi,Diri} is the set of observations.Disi andDiri
are the walking distance and the mean of heading angle
observations during two consecutive turns.

• Transition Probabilities: a transition between hidden
states is triggered by a turn event. Since the building
topology constrains the accessible areas of pedestrians,
we leverage the length information of indoor path to
construct a transition matrix. Therefore, the transition
probability of each node in our HMM model is defined
as follow,

Ai,j =
1

1+ Disi,j
(1)

TPi,j =
Ai,j∑N
j=1 Ai,j

(2)

where Disi is the walking distance observations during
two consecutive turns. TP is transition probabilities

• Emission Probabilities: the emission probability consists
of the distance and heading information. Since walk-
ing distance and heading observations are independent,
we define the emission probability distribution EP as
follows,

EPk
=P(DisPDR,DirPDR|Sk−1, Sk )

=
1

√
2πDisStdsk−1,sk

e
−

1
2DisStd2sk−1,sk

(DisPDR−Dissk−1,sk )
2

•
1

√
2πDirStdsk−1,sk

e
−

1
2DirStd2sk−1,sk

(DirPDR−Dirsk−1,sk )
2

(3)

where

Disi,j=



√
(kpi,0 − kpj,0)2 + (kpi,1 − kpj,1)2,

if i 6= j and sci,j = 1
∞,

if i = j or sci,j = 0

(4)

Diri,j=



0,
if i = j

cos−1(
−(kpj,1 − kpi,1)

disi,j
)∗180,

if i 6= j and sci,j=1 and kpj,1 − kpi,1 ≥ 0

360− cos−1(
−(kpj,1−kpi,1)

disi,j
)∗180,

if i 6= j and sci,j=1 and kpj,1 − kpi,1 < 0
NaN ,
if i 6= j and sci,j = 0

(5)

where Sk is the kth hidden state. sci,j represents
connectivity between state i and state j. sci,j = 1
represents reachable path, and sci,j = 0 represents
unreachable path. [kpi,0, kpi,1] represents the position of
the ith state. DirStdsk−1,sk and DisStdsk−1,sk represent the
standard deviation of the heading and distance obser-
vations, respectively. DisPDR is the calculative walking
distance calculated by PDR, andDissk−1,sk is the distance
between sk−1 and sk . DirPDR is the average heading
estimated by PDR, and Dirsk−1,sk is the angle between
vector sk−1,sk and magnetic North.

• Initial State Distribution: the initial state distribution is
uniform when the first turn event is detected.

5i =
1
N

(6)

where N represents the number of observation states.
• Pedestrian TrajectoryMatching: after obtaining the tran-
sition and emission probabilities, we solve the
HMM-based map-matching problem utilizing the
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FIGURE 2. Map matching based on HMM.

FIGURE 3. Data annotation of pedestrian step heading.

Viterbi decoder [64]. To decrease the computational
overhead of Viterbi decoding procedure, we leverage
the user’s heading and walking distance to remove the
invalid states. In addition, PDR usually works with other
positioning algorithms that can be used to decrease the
computational overhead of map matching and improve
matching accuracy.

p(st = x)=max
i
p(st−1 = i) • p(st = x|st−1 = i)

• p(DisPDR,DirPDR|st−1= i, st = x) (7)

As shown in Figure 2, the upper left is the true walking
path, the top right is the most likely path in the matching
result, and the bottom left and bottom right are the candidate
paths for the second and third probability in the matching
results.

After getting the most likely path, it is easy to get the
true heading value of each atomic path (a straight from map
information). As shown in Figure 3, we calculate the real
heading of user one-step by combining the deviation between
the atomic path and trajectories from foot-mounted IMU
model. The green line is atomic path, and the black line is
the walking trajectory from foot-mounted IMU module.

hi = αk + βi, stepi ∈ segk (8)

where segk is kth atomic path, αk is the heading of the kth
atomic path. βi is the angle between the heading of the stepi
in the kth atomic path and the heading of the corresponding
atomic path. hi is the ground-truth of walking heading in
navigation frame.

C. HEADING DATA AUGMENTATION METHOD
BASED ON DEVICE ATTITUDE
The key problem with deep learning in practice is the amount
of data. The training process of the deep learning model is

a process of model parameter adjustment. The number of
parameters in the deep learning model is often in the mil-
lions or even hundreds of millions of magnitudes Therefore,
a massive amount of data is needed to learn these parameters.
However, the process of collecting massive amounts of data
is often a time-consuming and laborious task. It makes sense
and is necessary to expand the amount of data by using data-
expanding techniques on the original data set. In addition,
increasing the data in the dataset effectively can prevent the
network from learning irrelevant characteristics and focus
more on the characteristics related to the goal thus signif-
icantly enhancing the model performance and generaliza-
tion capabilities. However, the data augmentation method for
time-series data (sensor data) has not been well investigated
so far.

We expand the inertial sensor data by attitude conversion,
so that themodel extracts more useful features directly related
to the user’s heading from the sensor data, thus eliminating
the influence of the device attitude. We first randomly gen-
erate a set of Euler angles (yaw angle α, roll angle β, pitch
angle γ ),

(α, β, γ ) = Random(3) (9)

The corresponding attitude conversion matrix is calculated
for the resulting Euler angle. (10)–(13), as shown at the
bottom of the next page.

We convert the sensor data to generate new samples.

D =

 x1 · · · xT
y1 · · · yT
z1 · · · zT

 (14)

Dnew = RD (15)

where (x,y,z) represent three-axis sensor data, T is the number
of sensor readings in the time interval of each step. D and
Dnew denote the original and generated three-axis sensor data-
series, respectively.

It is important to emphasize that the proposed heading data
augmentation method is performed for the accelerometer,
the gyroscope and the magnetometer data, respectively.

D. PEDESTRIAN HEADING ESTIMATION BASED
ON STNS AND HIERARCHICAL LSTM
1) ADAPTIVE ALIGNING ALGORITHM BASED ON STNs
The alignment of device coordinate system and navigation
coordinate system is a key problem in heading estimation.
The traditional way is to maintain a real-time attitude esti-
mation and convert the observations from device coordinate
system to the navigation coordinate system. In response to
this problem, we present an adaptive alignment algorithm
based on Spatial Transformer Networks (STNs) [63]. STNs is
proposed by Google DeepMind to solve the spatial invariance
of computer vision models on input images. STNs mainly
transforms the input image or feature map, outputs the new
image or feature map, and in theory, the STNs can cor-
rect the image or feature map as the ideal image or feature
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FIGURE 4. Structure of spatial transformer networks [63].

map after the transformation of the image or feature map.
As shown in Figure 4, the input of STNs is a matrix or feature
map U, and the output is a corrected image or feature map
V, which mainly consists of a localization network, a grid
generator, and a sampler. The input feature map U is passed
to a localization network which regresses the transformation
parameters θ . The regular spatial grid G over V is transformed
to the sampling grid Tθ (G), which is applied to U, produc-
ing the warped output feature map V. The combination of
the localization network and sampling mechanism defines a
spatial transformer.

First, the localization network is a customizable network
whose primary function is to calculate the transformation
parameters θ through the input U. This parameter is used to
map the coordinates (x,y) in U to the coordinates (x ′, y′) in V.
For instance, zoom in on the input image k times, or rotate
the input by θ degrees.[

x ′

y′

]
=

[
k 0
0 k

] [
x
y

]
+

[
0
0

]
(16)[

x ′

y′

]
=

[
cosθ −sinθ
sinθ cosθ

] [
x
y

]
+

[
0
0

]
(17)

The prediction parameters are determined by the per-
formed transformation. For the two two-dimensional affine
transformations described above, the prediction is six param-
eters that represent the coordinate mapping relationship
between the input and output.

Secondly, after the transformation parameters are obtained
by localization network, the corresponding coordinate points
can be found in the output map V by making matrix opera-
tions for each point in the input feature map U according to
the parameter obtained by the localization network.[

xsi
ysi

]
= 2

 x tiyti
1

 = [ θ11 θ12 θ13
θ21 θ22 θ23

] x tiyti
1

 (18)

where (x ti , y
t
i ) is the target coordinates of the regular grid in

the output feature map,2 is the affine transformation matrix,
and (xsi , y

s
i ) is the source coordinates in the input feature map

that define the sample points.
Finally, the grid generator generates samples. Each pixel

in output map V is filled with the corresponding coordinates
in input map U to obtain a pixel value. Because the calcu-
lated coordinates can be decimal, the coordinates need to be
processed, and the surrounding pixels need to be considered
when filling, the filling formula is as follows.

Vi=
∑
n

∑
m

Unm ∗ k
(
xsi − m; ∅x

)
∗ k

(
ysi − n; ∅y

)
(19)

where m and n will traverse all coordinate points in the
input map U. Unm refers to the pixel value of a point in the
input map U. k is the sampling core, indicating that different
methods are used to fill. ∅x and ∅y are parameters.

(
xsi , y

s
i

)
represents the corresponding point in the ith point in V to U.
Filling is usually done by bilinear interpolation. After filling,
a converted image or feature map is obtained.

Vi =
∑
n

∑
m

Unm ∗ max
(
0, 1−

∣∣xsi − m∣∣)
∗max

(
0, 1−

∣∣ysi − n∣∣) (20)

STNs is a plug-and-play module that can be inserted into
an existing model, thus allowing the model to achieve the
spatial transformation of an image or feature map without
additional supervision andwithout changing the original opti-
mization process. STNs is mainly used in such tasks like
image classification and image entity co-positioning.

R (α) =

 1 0 0
0 cos(α) −sin(α)
0 sin(α) cos(α)

 (10)

R (β) =

 cos(β) 0 sin(β)
0 1 0

−sin(β) 0 cos(β)

 (11)

R (γ ) =

 cos(γ ) −sin(γ ) 0
sin(γ ) cos(γ ) 0
0 0 1

 (12)

R = R (γ )

R (β)R (α) =

 cos (β) cos(γ ) sin (α) sin (β) cos (γ )− cos (α) sin(γ ) cos (α) sin (β) cos (γ )+ sin (α) sin(γ )
cos (β) sin(γ ) sin (α) sin (β) sin (γ )+ cos (α) cos(γ ) cos (α) sin (β) sin (γ )− sin (α) cos(γ )
−sin(β) sin (α) cos(β) cos (α) cos(β)

 (13)
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FIGURE 5. A daptive aligning module in the proposed heading estimation
model.

For smartphone sensor data, a set of sensor data is similar
to a set of three-dimensional point clouds. Therefore, we are
inspired by the approach PointNet [65] and implement a sim-
pler approach that is similar to STNs. As shown in Figure 5,
we design a transformation network (T-Net) module that
predicts an affine transformation matrix based on input data,
transforms the input data with the predicted transformation
matrix and then passes it into the original model for adaptive
alignment.

Before the Step LSTM layer, sensor data for a gait cycle
is passed into a small LSTM network. This LSTM network
integrates sensor data in the gait cycle and eventually predicts
a conversion matrix by regression, which uses the conversion
matrix to convert the input sensor data. We use the converted
data as input to the Step LSTM layer. The conversion module
is inserted between the input layer and the Step LSTM layer.
Before extracting the time-series features, the current sensor
data input is predicted and converted, so that the model has
some affine invariant.

2) SEQ2SEQ PEDESTRIAN HEADING ESTIMATION
MODEL BASED ON HIERARCHICAL LSTM
There is a strong correlation between the heading of the
adjacent steps within the same user track, and simply defining
the sample by step will lose this continuous information, and
the noise of the single-step data causes large-scale heading
fluctuations, seriously affecting the performance of the head-
ing estimation. Therefore, we propose a Seq2Seq pedestrian
heading estimation model based on hierarchical LSTM to
accurately estimate the heading of pedestrian travel, as shown
in Figure 6.

The method takes a user trajectory as a sample. The sensor
data collected by the trajectory is the input sequence, and
the heading corresponding to each step of the trajectory is
the output sequence. Sensor data in a gait cycle is processed
by the Step LSTM to extract the heading information of the
current step. The output of the Step LSTM at each step of
the throughout trajectory forms a sequence that acts as an

input to the Track LSTM layer. The time step in the Step
LSTM layer is a set of sensor data, a multi-to-one LSTM
structure, while the time step in the Track LSTM layer is a
gait cycle, a many-to-many LSTM structure. The Heading
Regression layer calculates the output of each time step of
the Track LSTM layer. Finally, the Track LSTM layer output
the predicted heading of pedestrian for each step.

3) LOSS FUNCTION DESIGNING FOR HEADING ESTIMATION
For general regression problems, Mean Squared Error (MSE)
is usually used as a loss function to adjust the model weight
according to the MSE between the model prediction value
and the ground-truth. For the heading estimation problem,
MSE cannot reflect the true deviation between the predicted
value and the ground-truth, due to the circular period problem
of the heading as shown in Figure 7. For instance, when
the true heading is 5◦, the MSE of the predicted 355◦ is
122500 while the MSE of the predicted 25◦ is 400. The loss
value of the former is much higher than the loss value of the
latter. However, the deviation between the former and the real
heading is 10◦, and the deviation between the latter and the
real heading is 20◦. The inappropriate loss function directly
causes the error in the heading of model optimization, thus
preventing the model from converging.

MSE =
1
N

N∑
i=1

(θi − θ̂i)
2

(21)

where θ is the real heading obtained by combining map
information and walking trajectory from foot-mounted IMU
model, θ̂ is the prediction of heading estimation algorithm.
As shown in Figure 8, we consider the problem of the head-

ing circumference and define new loss function for heading
estimation, termed Heading Loss, which reflects the devia-
tion between the predicted heading and the true heading by
calculating the European distance between the intersection of
the true and predicted headings on the unit circle according
to equation (22).

Heading Loss =
1
2N

N∑
i=1

((
sin (θi)− sin

(
θ̂i

))2
+

(
cos (θi)− cos

(
θ̂i

))2)
(22)

where θ is the real heading, θ̂ is the prediction heading.
Figure 9 compares the loss value change of Heading Loss

with that of MSE. If the real heading of the pedestrian is 0◦

(positive north). Heading Loss has a minimum value when
the model prediction is 0◦ or 360◦, and the value of the
Heading Loss increases gradually as the predicted heading
deviates from 0◦ or 360◦. Heading Loss reaches themaximum
value when the model prediction is 180◦ (positive south),
which is the opposite heading of the real heading. This result
indicates that the Heading Loss is more reasonable than MSE
for heading estimation problem.
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FIGURE 6. The architecture of the proposed Seq2Seq pedestrian heading estimation model based on hierarchical LSTM.

FIGURE 7. The circular period problem of the heading.

FIGURE 8. Diagram of heading loss.

E. COMPLETE PROCEDURES OF PROPOSED HEADING
ESTIMATION METHOD
Algorithm 1 describes the complete procedures of the
proposed heading estimation method. The proposed algo-
rithm takes a set of training samples with precise heading
label as input to train the network. The inertial sensors and

FIGURE 9. Comparison of MSE and heading loss.

magnetometer readings are divided into segments by step
event. The step data is fed to heading model. The actual
heading is used to train the regression layer on the top of the
network. Once the training is done, the heading model will be
used to predict the heading of pedestrian at each step.
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Algorithm 1 Pedestrian Heading Estimation Based on STNs
and Hierarchical LSTM

1: Input: sensors data with PDR trajectory, indoor map,
test data without PDR trajectory

2 Output: heading estimation of pedestrian
3 // Data annotation and augmentation
4 Segment the inertial sensor data according to the step

event.
5 For each trajectory do
6 Perform HMM-based map matching
7 Split atomic path according to the most likely path
8 Calculate heading of each step according to the

deviation between the atomic path and trajectory
9 Annotate heading with sensors data for each step
10 End for
11 Augment heading data according to device attitude
12 // Model training
13 Coordinate system aligning using STNs
14 Build and train step LSTM model
15 Build and train track LSTM (Seq2Seq) model
16 // Testing
17 Step detection and counting
18 Coordinate system aligning using STNs
19 Leverage trained model to predict heading of

pedestrian at each step

F. FEVALUATION METRICS
The paper uses a one-step heading error to measure the
performance of the model. The one-step heading error is
calculated as follow.

Eh =
1
N

N∑
i=1

((
H i
e − H

i
t

)
mod 360

)
(23)

where H i
e and H

i
t denote the estimated heading and the real

heading of the i-th step, respectively. Eh is heading error. N is
the number of step.

III. EXPERIMENTATION AND EVALUATION
A. AEXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To evaluate the effectiveness and explore the limitations
of DeepHeading, we implemented and evaluated Deep-
Heading in indoor environments with magnetic field dis-
turbances. Obtaining ground-truth of pedestrian heading
in indoor environments is not trivial and usually requires
dedicated infrastructure such as an optical motion cap-
ture system (Vicon [66]) during experimental setup. Here,
we have designed a new methodology for obtaining ground-
truth of relative heading according map information and
walking trajectory. As shown in Figure 10, we obtained
data with precise heading labels using a foot-mounted
IMU module (NGIMU [67] with a three-axis accelerome-
ter (range ±16 g), and gyroscope (range ±2000 deg/sec)
come from x-io technologies), which controls localiza-
tion error in 0.3% of the entire travel distance and an

FIGURE 10. The system of training data collection and performance
evaluation.

TABLE 1. Description of subjects.

TABLE 2. Description of devices.

Android smartphone, which equipped with inertial sensors
(consist of a three-axis accelerometer (range±8 g), and gyro-
scope (range±2000 deg/sec)) from InvenSense (ICM-20690)
and a three-axis magnetometer (amk09911, range 2000 uT).
The precise PDR trajectory of pedestrian from foot-mounted
IMU module was sent to smartphone through a Wi-Fi mod-
ule. We matched the trajectory with the real indoor path to
accurately obtain the heading of pedestrians at every step and
synchronize the obtained heading with the MEMS observa-
tions of the smartphone. We utilized the obtained heading
as ground-truth to train heading model and evaluate the per-
formance of model. The data collected from 7 test subjects
and 6 devices were randomly divided into three parts: 70%
of the data for heading model training and 30% of the data
for heading model validation (15%) and testing (15%). The
subjects and devices information were detailed in Table 1 and
Table 2.

B. COMPARISON OF MODEL WITH AND
WITHOUT DATA AUGMENTATION
To verify the influence of the data augmentation method
on model performance, we trained two single-step heading
models (one model with data augmentation, another model
without data augmentation) and compared their performance
using the same data set. We first directly used the original
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TABLE 3. Comparison of model with and without data augmentation
(statistics).

training set to train a single-step heading estimation model.
Then, we extended the original data set using the proposed
heading data augmentation method based on device attitude,
and used the expanded training set to train a heading model.
The results of the comparison are as shown in Table 3 and
Figure 11. Under 80%, the error of the single-step heading
model with data augmentation in office and shopping mall
are 11.91◦ and 12.81◦, respectively. Compared to the single-
step heading model without data augmentation, the mean
heading estimation error of the model with data augmentation
decreased from 9.94◦ to 7.44◦ in office scenario and 10.31◦ to
8.26◦ in shoppingmall scenario. In other word, themean error
of the model with data augmentation in office and shopping
mall are reduced by 25.15% ((9.94◦–7.44◦)/ 9.94◦)∗100%
and 19.88% ((10.31◦–8.26◦)/ 8.26◦)∗100%, respectively.
The experimental results demonstrated that data augmenta-
tion help improves heading estimation accuracy. The most
important thing was that the data augmentation greatly
reduced the collection and storage overhead of training
data.

C. COMPARISON OF SINGLE-STEP HEADING
MODEL AND SEQ2SEQ HEADING MODEL
Considering the continuous characteristics of heading esti-
mation, we designed a Seq2Seq model based on hierarchical
LSTM using data from a walking trajectory as a sequence
sample. To verify the impact of the Seq2Seq model architec-
ture on heading estimation performance, we used the same
augmented data to test and compare performance between
the single-step model and the Seq2Seq model. As shown
in Figure 12 and Table 4, we used the statistical values
and cumulative distribution function (CDF) to demonstrate
heading estimation performance comparison between the
LSTM-based single-step heading model and the hierarchical
LSTM-based Seq2Seq heading model. The heading estima-
tion error of the Seq2Seq heading model was within 9.18◦

at the confidence of 80%. Compared with the single-step
heading model, the mean heading estimation error of the
Seq2Seq model decreased from 7.44◦ to 6.07◦. In other
words, the performance of the Seq2Seq heading estimation
model was enhanced by 18.41%. The experimental results
demonstrated that the Seq2Seq heading estimation model
for the continuity of the hierarchical LSTM-based heading
estimation problem dramatically improved the accuracy of
the heading estimation.

FIGURE 11. Comparison of model with and without data
augmentation (CDF).

FIGURE 12. Comparison of the single-step LSTM model and the
Seq2Seq model (CDF).

D. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
To justify the superiority of our pedestrian heading estimation
method, we compared the proposed pedestrian heading esti-
mation method with the following state-of-the-art pedestrian
heading estimation methods:

• uDirect [46], directly estimates the heading of pedestrian
within a specific area of acceleration, where the forward
acceleration (the first principal component of principal
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TABLE 4. Comparison of the single-step model and the Seq2Seq model
(statistics).

component analysis) dominated the horizontal accelera-
tion components. However, the specific area was always
corrupted by the lateral acceleration during walking.

• RMPCA [22], achieves accurate user heading estima-
tion based on Rotation Matrix and Principal Component
Analysis, regardless of the smartphone orientation and
placement within the pocket.

• Deng [43], detects the three motion states (random
hand movements, carrying position transitions, and user
turns,) timely and discriminate them accurately by
a position classifier, estimates walking heading with
respect to motion state.

• SmartPDR [38]: a PDR solution based on a smartphone
kept on hands all the time, which includes an heading
estimation method that logically selects how to blend
previous heading estimation, gyroscope measurements
with magnetic data based on the variation of magne-
tometer as well as the correlation betweenmagnetometer
and gyroscope.

We studied the overall heading estimation accuracy of
the proposed method and compared methods with differ-
ent holding smartphone styles. To make a fair comparison,
we utilized the same training set to train the heading esti-
mation models and utilized the same testing set to validate
the performance of models. Figure 13 shows the cumula-
tive error distribution of the proposed method and compared
heading estimation method. As seen in Figure 13 the 50th
percentile heading estimation error of the proposed method
is 4.52 degrees, while those of uDirect, RMPCA, Deng and
smartPDR are 10.96, 9.76, 6.84 and 5.75 degrees, respec-
tively. the 75th percentile heading estimation error of the
proposed method is 7.93 degrees, while those of uDirect,
RMPCA, Deng and smartPDR are 19.03, 17.60, 11.17 and
9.94 degrees, respectively. The 90th percentile heading esti-
mation error of the proposed approach is 13.41 degrees,
while those of uDirect, RMPCA, Deng and smartPDR are
28.11, 25.01, 16.25 and 16.18 degrees, respectively. As seen
in Figure 14, compared with uDirect, RMPCA, Deng and
smartPDR, the proposed method reduces the mean head-
ing estimation error by 53.98 percent (7.12 degrees), 48.69
percent (5.76 degrees), 23.65 percent (1.88 degrees), and
17.97 percent (1.33 degrees), respectively. For standard devi-
ation of heading estimation error, the proposed approach
reduces it by 44.67 percent (4.57 degrees), 36.33 percent
(3.23 degrees), 7.36 percent (0.45 degrees), and 17.49 percent

FIGURE 13. Comparison of the proposed method and other methods
(CDF).

FIGURE 14. Comparison of the proposed method and other methods
(Mean and standard deviation).

(1.2 degrees), respectively. The proposed method achieved
more significant heading estimation accuracy than those of
compared methods.

E. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The top 2 most time-consuming procedures of the proposed
heading estimation method are the training data collection
and neural-network training. Fortunately, both two proce-
dures are performed in the offline phase In other words,
the two procedures do not consume time during the online
prediction phase. The time consumption of collecting training
data equals walking time. The heading model training is
performed on a personal computer equipped with an Intel
Core i5-4460 CPU and 16 GB DDR4 RAM.

Table 5 details the training and testing time of the proposed
heading estimation method on the whole training dataset and
test data. The sample unit of the single-step heading model
is the step, while the sample unit of the Seq2Seq heading
model is the trajectory. The training set size is 25 trajectories
(2790 steps), and the test set size is 7 trajectories (872 steps).
Compared to the single-step heading model, the Seq2Seq
model adds an LSTM layer, and increases the number of
parameters, but the total training time only increases 16 min-
utes. In the testing phase, the Seq2Seq heading model and the
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TABLE 5. Time complexity analysis of heading estimation models in time complexity.

single-step model have no obvious difference in time, and the
average prediction time per step is about 2.32 milliseconds,
with good real-time.

IV. CONCLUSION
Walking heading of pedestrian provides indispensable
information for pedestrian dead reckoning, augmented
reality/virtual reality, sports training, and human-computer
interactions. Notably, the heading is one of the most critical
factors in PDR-based indoor positioning. The accurate head-
ing estimation of pedestrians is a challenging research topic.
This paper proposed a novel heading estimation by exploiting
the inertial sensors built-in smartphones. We automatically
annotated heading data based on map matching, and augment
the heading data based on device attitude. We leveraged the
STNs to align the device coordinate system and the nav-
igation coordinate system. Based on the characteristics of
pedestrian heading continuity, we designed a hierarchical
LSTM-based Seq2Seq model to estimate the heading of the
pedestrian. The proposed method achieved a median heading
error of 4.52◦, mean heading error of 6.07◦ and heading error
of 9.18◦ at the confidence of 80%.

Deepheading requires a significant amount data for train-
ing, validation and testing. In addition, highly precise labels
(ground-truth of walking heading) are extremely important
in model training. The acquisition of the ground-truth of
the walking direction is a very difficult problem. This paper
obtains the walking heading based on map match and user
walking trajectories from the foot-mounted inertial module.
This method provides a new way for obtaining the ground-
truth of walking heading. However, mismatch and non-
normal walking will cause significant error of ground-truth.
Fortunately, the mapmatching-based heading data annotation
algorithm only used in the offline phase, the training data
collector is required to strictly walk along the pre-planned
trajectory, and the error of ground-truth be controlled within
an acceptable range.
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